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Roughly, a spread is a “continuous” collection of generalized chords. We simultaneously prove 
conjectures of Griinbaum by finding c (the cardinality of the continuum) many pairwise nonisomor- 
phic spreads such that for every two of them every finite part of one is isomorphic to a finite part 
of the other. We prove that there exist c many pairwise nonisomorphic spreads. 
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spread homeomorphism 
Roughly, a spread is a “continuous” collection of generalized chords of the unit 
disk D satisfying an intersection requirement, and two spreads are called isomorphic 
if there is a homeomorphism of D onto itself that induces a bijection from one onto 
the other; see Section 2 for more precision. Griinbaum has conjecture4 :hat there 
are two nonisomorphic spreads such that every finite part of one i3 rsomorphic to 
a finite part of the other, and vice versa, and also that there are uncountabiy many 
isomorphism classes of spreads. We simultaneously prove these conjectures by 
finding c (the cardinality of the continuum) many pairwise nonisomorphic spreads 
such that for every two of them every finite part of one is isomorphic to a finite 
part of the other. 
inaries 
Let D be the closed unit disk in the complex plane @, i.e., D = {z E @: lzl s l}, 
and let aD denote its boundary {z E @: IzI = 1). A subset A of D will be called a 
generalized chord if A is an arc, i.e., is homeomorphic to the closed unit interval 
[0, 11, such that A n aD consists precisely of the two end points of A; of course A 
is a chord if in addition it is a straight line segment. 
We call spread any continuous function Q which assigns to each x E aD a general- 
ized chord of D, with the property that for all x, y E aD, if y E s(x) (i.e., if y is one 
of the two end points of s(x)), then s(y) = s(x), otherwise s(y) n s(x) consists of 
one point, which (necessarily) i: ~2, on aD. (Here “continuous” is with respect to 
the usual metric (or topology) on a metric(orVietoristopology) 
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on the collection of all closed subsets of D.) Note that, in particular, for each x E aD, 
x is an endpoint of s(x). We call two spreads s and s’ isomorphic if there is a 
homeomorphism h of D onto itself such that h maps s(x) onto s’(h(x)) for each 
x E aD. (To see that if s and s’ are isomorphic, then so are s’ and s recall that each 
homeomorphism of D onto itself maps aD onto aD.) 
These definitions are formally different but in essence equivalent to 
the ones given by Griinbaum in [2, pp. 77, 85): There the collection 9= 
{s(x): x E aD}, rather than s, is called a spread; we have changed the definition 
because we work with s, rather than 9. Also, for every subset K of @ that is 
homeomorphic to D one can define “spread on K”, in particular one can do this 
if K is a convex body. However, since we are interested in spreads up to isomorphism 
there is no need for us to do so. 
mark. Since aD is separable and since the collection %’ of closed subsets of 
D has cardinality c there are no more than c continuous functions aD + %?, hence 
there are at most c spreads. In particular, there are at most c’ isomorphism classes 
of spreads. 
For every spread s we can define a function * :aD+aD by letting x* be “the 
other” end point of s(x), for x E aD. It is easy to see that * is a continuous fixed 
point free involution of aD, called the associated involution of s. (A function f of 
a set S into itself is called an involution if f(f(x)) = x for x E S.) Every continuous 
fixed point free involution * of aD determines a spread s of chords (i.e., s(x) is a 
chord for each x E aD) whose associated involution is *: For x E aD let s(x) be the 
chord with end points x and x*. 
We call arrangement of (generalized) chords any finite collection ZZ~ of (general- 
ized) chords such that A n B consists of exactly one point, not on aD, for every 
two distinct A, BE d. We call two arrangements 94 and &’ of generalized chords 
isomorphic if there is a homeomorphism from D onto itself that induces a (necessarily 
bijective) function from .# onto &‘. We say that an arrangement & of generalized 
chords embeds (up to isomorphism) in a spread s if there is a finite F c aD such 
that {s(x): x E F}, which clearly is an arrangement of generalized chords, is (isomor- 
phic to) &. We call two spreads finitari~y isomorphic if every arrangement of 
generalized chords that embeds in one, embeds, up to isomorphism, into the other 
and vice versa. 
2.3. Griinbaum gives a different definition of when two arrangements of 
generalized chords are equivalent [2, p. 851 which we now discuss. Let P denote 
the real projective plane. We call pseudoline (in P) any simple closed curve ( = 
homeomorph of aD) in I? We call arrangement of pseudolines any finite set of 
pseudolines every two distinct members of which have exactly one point in common, 
at which they cross. Call two arrangements & and ~4’ of pseudolines isomorphic if 
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there is a homeomorphism of P onto itself that induces a bijection from d onto 
&‘. (This is equivalent to Griinbaum’s definition that z&! and d’ are isomorphic if 
the 2-dimensional cell-complexes into which they divide P are isomorphic.) For 
each arrangement %I of generalized chords we find an associated kmorphism class 
of pseudolines as follows: Let * be any involution of D such that * switches the 
end points of each member of 3, and let D” and Ce* be obtained from D and $9 
by identifying x with x* for each x E aD. Then D* is homeomorphic to f, and %* 
is an arrangement of pseudolines in D*, hence corresponds to an isomorphism class 
of pseudolines in I? Obviously this isomorphism class does not depend on *, hence 
we can call two arrangements of generalized chords in D P-isomorphic if their 
associated isomorphism classes are equal. Our “P-isomorphic” is Gtinbaum’s 
“isomorphic”. 
Obviously any two isomorphic arrangements of generalized chords are P-isomor- 
phic. However, the converse is false even for nice arrangements. Call an arrangement 
of generalized chords in D, or of pseudolines in P, simpZe if no point lies on three 
members of the arrangement. One easily checks that there is up to isomorphism 
one simple arrangement of 5 pseudolines (which happens to be isomorphic to an 
arrangement of lines) [ 1,3] hence every two simple arrangements of 5 generalized 
chords are P-isomorphic. To get all isomorphism classes of simple arrangements of 
5 generalized chords we note that up to isomorphism there is one simple arrangement 
of 4 generalized chords, see Fig. 1, so we get all simple arrangements of 5 generalized 
chords if we connect e.g. p and q in Fig. 1 in all possible isomorphically different 
ways. If one does this systematically by moving this connecting generalized chord 
downward, and if at the third and sixth step one observes that the two choices of 
moving downward are equivalent, one gets Fig. 2. One readily verifies that Fig. 2(a) 
and 2(c) are isomorphic. To see that no other two arrangements of Fig. 2 are 
isomorphic let for each arrangement & of generalized chords pn( ~4) and q,(d) 
denote the number of connected parts of D - LJ d that do (do not) meet aD and 
the boundary of which meets n members of &. The values of p4 for 2(a), (b), (d), 
(c), (f), (g) are respectively 3, 5, 1, 0,2,2, while the values of q5 for (f) and (g) are 
0 and 1. 
Subremark. (a) Note that each of our simple arrangements of 5 generalized chords 
is isomorphic to an arrangement of 5 chords, and that (f) is the only simple 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
arrangement of 5 generalized lines that is rigid. (We call an arrangement ~4 of 
generalized chords rigid if every homeomorphism of D onto D that induces a 
function from & onto 94 leaves each member of & invariant.) 
(b) We have not attempted to find for each n 2 3 the number of isomorphic 
classes of arrangements of n generalized chords, perhaps subjected to additional 
conditions (like “simple arrangement”, “arrangement of chords”). 
3. Finding many spreads 
In this section we show that there are c many pairwise nonisomorphic spreads; 
the number c is best possible by Remark 2.1. In the next section we show how to 
make these spreads pairwise finitarily isomorphic. 
Let w denote the set of nonnegative integers, and let “2 denote the set of all 
functions from w to 2 = (0, 1). Also, let S denote the set of spreads of chords (i.e., 
s(x) is a chord of D for each s E S and each x E do). We prove that S has c pairwise 
nonisomorphic members in two steps. 
Step 1. We construct a function i : S + “2 u (0) such that i(s) = i( s’) for every two 
isomorphic s, s’ E S. 
Step 2. We prove that i maps S onto “2 u (0). 
We need some notation. Recall that @ denotes the complex plane, that D denotes 
the disk {x E @: 1x1 G 1) and that dD denotes the circle {x E @: 1x1= 1). In order to 
avoid possible confusion we will use _ for minus and - for set theoretic difference. 
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For any two p, q E aD let pAq denote the possibly degenerate chord of D with end 
points p and q, and if p Z q let, [p, q] denote the arc (including end points) of the 
circle aD that runs counter clockwise from p to q, and let (p, q) = [p, q] - {p, q}. 
For any p, q E dD with p Z q “counter clockwise” induces a linear order on [p, q]; 
“increasing” will be taken with respect to this order. A sequence (a,),,, of points 
on C’ is said to run counter clockwise if a0 Z al and if (an)n,O is a strictly increasing 
sequence in [a,, a& 
We do Step 1. Fix s E S with associated involution *. We calculate i(s). 
Case 1. There are p E int D and a sequence (an)nEw of points of aD, running 
counter clockwise, such that 
(1) (GAEW converges to ao*, 
(2) P E W for each x E Uneo[a2n+19 en+J, 
(3) for each n E o there is a dense B in the subspace [a*,,, aZn+,] such that 
s(x) n s(y) n s(z) = 0 for every three distinct x, y, z E B. 
In this case we define i(s) : o + 2 by 
i(s)(n) = 
0, if pe s(x) for each XE (azn, a2n+l), 
1, if p E s(x) for some x E (a*“, azn+,). 
This i(s) is well defined: If p’ and (a;),,, satisfy the analogues of (1), (2) and (3), 
and (a&, runs counter clockwise, then either a; = a, for all n E w or a; = a: for 
all n E o. (In the second case the analogue of (2) will hold with (b*: b E B} instead 
of B.) In both cases p’=p. In both cases we get the same i(s). 
Case 2. As Case 1, but with “clockwise” instead of “counter clock-vise”. It should 
be clear how i(s) is to be calculated. 
Case 3. Neither Case 1 nor Case 2. Note that Cases 1 and 2 are mutually exclusive. 
In this case put i(s) = 0. 
It should be clear that i( s’) = i(s) for every s’ E S that is isomorphic to s. 
We do Step 2. It is easy to find s E S with i(s) = 0, e.g. the s E S with 0 E s(x) for 
each x E a D. 
Next, consider any function j : w + 2. Let (a,JnEw be any sequence on aD that 
runs counter clockwise and satisfies limn+aoan = -a,,, e.g. define it by a,, = 
exp(irrn/( n + l)), for n E o. We will define a continuous fixed point free involution 
* of 8D such that if s is the associated spread of chords, then 0 and (a&” witness 
that i(s) =j. 
For n E w with j(n) = 1 let m, be a point on (a*“, azn+,), e.g. the mid point. 
For p, q E a D with p # q call a homeomorphism h : [p, q] + [-p, -q] good if 
(a) h(x) = -x iff x=p or x=q, for xE[p,q], 
(b) there is a dense B cr [p, q] such that nXE T x&h(x) = 0 for every three element 
subset T of B. 
(Note that (a) implies that OE x*h(x) for x E ( p, q).) Consider the following: 
Claim. For all p, q E aD with p # q there is a good homeomorphism h : [p, q] + 
k-P9 -??I* 
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Using this Claim one can easily find an involution * of ao such that 
x*= -x if x E Mu U,, bh+l, hl; 
if j(n) = 0, the restriction *I[ a*“, atn+l] is a good homeomorphism 
from I%, az,,+J onto [-aZn, -aZn+J; and 
if j(n) = 1, the restrictions *![a*“, m,] and * I[ m,, az,,+,] are good 
homeomorphisms from [a2,, m,] and [m,, azn+J onto [-aZn, -m,] 
and C-m,, -a2n+13* 
Then * is continuous since the restriction * I[ aO, -a,] is a strictly increasing function 
from [aO, -a01 onto [-a,,, ao]. The associated s satisfies i(s) = j. 
To prove the Claim consider any p, q E aD with p # q. Let c denote the counter 
clockwise order on [p, q] and also that on r-p, -q]. Let f be any homeomorphism 
E P, d+ C-P, -sl such that 
(d f(p) = -P, and f(q) = -4, and f(x) < --x if x E (p, q). 
If F c [p, q] has p, q E F, call 4 : F+ L-p, -q] nke if 
(d) HP) = -P and 4(q) = -4; 
(e) if x <y, then 4(x) < 4(y), for x, y E F; 
(f) ~(x)G:--~(x) for XE F; and 
(8) nx,, x^+(x) = 0 for every three element subset T of F. 
Let B be a dense countable subset of [p, q] with p, q E B. We will prove the Claim 
from the following subclaim, where -B denotes (-6: 6 E I?}. 
Subclaim. There is a nice t#~ from B onto -B. 
Indeed, since B is dense in [p, q] and -B is dense in [-p, -q], any nice 4 : B + -B 
extends to a homeomorphism h of [c, q] onto r-p, -q] (use Dedekind cuts). Then 
clearly (f) implies that h(x) d f(x) for all x E [p, q], by continuity. It follows from 
the last part of (c) that (a) holds. Also, clearly (g) implies (b). Hence h is a good 
homeomorphism [ p, q] + C-p, -q]. 
To prove the Subclaim we construct 4 with a zig-zag construction: Clearly there 
is a nice 4 : {p, q} + r-p, -q]. Given any finite FE B with p, q E F and any nice 
+:F+- B we show for each x E B - F (zig) or y E (-B) - range(+) (zag) how to 
find y E -B (or x E B) so that 4 u {(x, y)} is a nice function from domain( #) u (x} 
onto range( (b) u {;I}. (Recall that functions are certain sets of ordered pairs.) This 
enables one to construct a nice 4 from B onto -B in countably many steps since 
both B a _I -B are countable. We note that 4 : F-, [-p, -q] is nice iff 
4-’ : range( 4) + [p, q] satisfies analogues of (d), (e), (f), with f ’ instead of x and 
(8). Hence if we show how to do a zig we also show how to do a zag. 
We do a zig. Let F c [p, q] with p, q E F be finite, and let 4 : F+ -B be nice. 
Consider any x E B - E Since p, q E F and p <x < q we can define 
a=max{zEF: z<x}, 6,=min{zEF: XCZ}. 
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Since f, being a homeomorphism from [p, q] onto [-p, -q] withf(p) = -p, is strictly 
increasing, we see from (f) that &(a)~f(a)<f(x). Also 4(a)< 4(b) by (e). It 
follows that 
Y={y~4: &a)<y<4(6) and ysf(x)} 
is infinite since -B is dense in [-p, -q]. But clearly 
G = (y E C-p, -q]: there are distinct u, Y E F such that xAy n u”+(u) n 
a( 4 # 81 
is finite since F is. Hence we can pick y E Y - G. Clearly 4 u {(x, y)} is a nice 
function F u {x) + 43. This completes doing a zig, hence proving the Subclaim, 
hence doing Step 2. 
ing many finitarily uivalent spreads 
We here show how to modify the construction of Section 3 so as to get a collection 
of c many pairwise nonisomorphic pairwise finitarily isomorphic spreads. We con- 
tinue to use the notation of Section 3. 
It suffices to find for each j E “2 an s E S with i(s) = j so that every arrangement 
of chords embeds, up to isomorphisrri, into s. Now the number of isomorphism 
classes of arrangements of (generalized) chords is countable since for each n the 
number of isomorphism classes of arrangements of n (generalized) chords is finite, 
as one can easily convince oneself. In the construction of an s E S with i(s) = j, for 
any j E O2, we found s from its associated involution *, and we had considerable 
freedom in defining * on each of countably many pairwise nonoverlapping open 
arcs, namely (azn, a*,,+,), if j(n) = 0, or (a2,,, m,) and (m,, ai”+1), if j(n) = 1. Since, 
as observed above, the number of isomorphism classes of spreads of chords is 
countable, it follows that in order to prove that for each j E “2 there is s E S with 
i(s) = j in which every arrangement of chords embeds, up to isomorphism, it suffices 
to extend the Claim of Section 3 as follows: 
xtended Claim. For all p, q E 8 D with p # q and for each arrangement .PI of chords 
there are a nice homeomorphism h : [p, q] + l-p, -q] and a finite Ar (p, q) such that 
(x^h(x): x E A) is isomorphic to &!. 
TO prove this let p, q and .@’ be given, and as in Section 3 let f: [p, q] + [-p, -q] 
be any homeomorphism such that 
f(P) = -P, f(q)=-q, and f(x)<-x for x~(p,q). 
Take any t E (p, q). It is not hard to find an arrangement &’ of chords, isomorphic 
to &, such that each chord of &’ has one end point in (t, q) and one in (-p,f( t)). 
There are A E [p, q] with p, q E A and a (strictly increasing) 4 : A + [-p, -q] with 
4(p)= -P, and 4(q)= -q and {x*&(x): x E A- {p, q}} is &, hence is isomorphic 
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to AZ. This 4 clearly satisfies (d) and (e) of Section 3, and it a so satisfies (f): For 
each XE A-{p, q} we have x> t and 4(x) <f(t), hence &x)G&) since f is 
strictly increasing. Now let B c [p, q J be a countable dense s bset of [p, q] with 
4 c_ B and range( 4) C_ -B. From the proof of the Subclaim of Section 3 we see that 
4 can be extended to a function @ from B onto -B such that (the analogues of) 
(d), (e) and (f) hold with F= B, while (the analogue of) (g) h ds with F= B-A. 
We use this +!I to prove the Extended Claim the same way. we ved the Claim in 
Section 3 from the Subclaim. 
It is not hard to find a spread s such that every ment of chords 
s and such that there are no different p, q E a that all chords 
s(x) with x c [p, q] pass through one point (such an s woul 
and much nicer, than the ones we constructed above): Use 
associated invoiution not only on arcs [a2,,, azn+, J but als 
(In fact, working harder one can get an s such that for ev 
chords and for every p, q E as with p # q there is A c [p, q] sue at d is isomorphic 
to {xAs(x): x E A).) It would be interesting to show that these are c many isomorphism 
classes of such nice spreads. 
4.2. Remark. I do not know how many finitary-isomorphism classes there are. (There 
are at least two finitary-isomorphism classes of chords, and three of generalized 
chords.) 
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